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summary

The Kullback-Leibler (K-L) discrimination information measure has been widely
used for many years in various fields of studies, for example, economics, engi-
neering, hydrology, order statistics, physics, psychology, etc. In this paper, some
of the K-L information properties of record value distributions have been dis-
cussed. It has been shown that K-L discrimination of record value distribution
is distribution-free irrespective of the parent distribution from which the record
values are obtained.
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1 Introduction

Let {Xn : n = 1, 2, 3, . . .} be a sequence of independent and identically distributed (iid) ran-

dom variables from an absolutely continuous distribution function F (x), with a probability

density function f(x). Then a record occurs at index time j, if Xj > Xi, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ j−1, that

is, Xj is larger than each of the previous valuesX1, X2, . . . , Xj−1. Thus, the first observation

is always a record, and if a record occurs at time t, then Xt will be called a record value. Let

R(j) denote the time (index) at which the jth record value is observed. Since the first ob-

servation is always a record value, we have R(1) = 1, . . . , R(j + 1) = min
{
i : Xi > XR(j)

}
,

where we define R(0) = 0. Let ∆(j) = R(j + 1) − R(j) denote the inter-record time
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between jth and (j + 1)th record values, and let the jth record value XR(j) be denoted

by X(j) for simplicity. Then the joint probability density function of the record values

X(1), X(2) . . .X(j) is given by

gX(1), . . . ,X(j) (x1, . . . , xj) = [f(xj)]

j−1∏

r=1

f(xr)

1 − F (xr)
, (1.1)

and the marginal probability density function (pdf) of the jth record value X(j) is given by

gX(j)(x) =
[− ln {1 − F (x)}](j−1)

f(x)

(j − 1)!
, (1.2)

(see, for example, Qasem (1996), Gulati and Padgett (2003), Arnold et al. (1998), and Ah-

sanullah (2004), among others). There are applications of record values in many areas such

as climatology, medicine, science, sports, traffic, industry, etc. The development of the gen-

eral theory of statistical analysis of record values began with the work of Chandler (1952).

Further developments continued with the contributions of Foster and Stuart (1954), Arnold

et al. (1998), and Ahsanullah (1995, 2004), among others. It appears from the literature

that, in spite of the extensive work on record values, very little attention has been paid to

Shannon’s entropy or K-L information properties of record values. For details on Kullback-

Leibler discrimination information function and its properties, please visit Kullback (1959),

Kapur (1989), Soofi et al. (1995), Ebrahimi and Kirmani (1996), Alwan et al. (1998), and

references therein. Recently, Park (1999) has discussed a goodness-of-fit test for normality

based on the sample entropy of order statistics. Raqab and Awad (2001) have discussed

the characterizations of the Pareto and related distributions based on Shannon’s entropy

of k-record statistics. Analogous to record value distributions, Ebrahimi et al. (2004) have

explored the properties of entropy, Kullback-Leibler information, and mutual information

for order statistics. A goodness of fit test statistic based on the Kullback-Leibler informa-

tion with the type II censored data is discussed in Park (2005). The entropies of record

value distributions obtained from some commonly used continuous probability models have

been discussed in Zahedi and Shakil (2006). For information properties of record values

corresponding to Weibull and normal distributions, see, for example, Shakil (2005, 2006),

among others. For recent work on entropy of record value distributions, see, for example,

Baratpour et al. (2007a, 2007b). In this paper, some of the Kullback-Leibler information

properties of record value distributions have been discussed.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 discusses some of the K-L infor-

mation properties of record value distributions. Some concluding remarks are presented in

section 3.
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2 K-L Discrimination Information Function Between the

Distribution of jth Record Value and the Parent Dis-
tribution

This section discusses some results on Kullback-Leibler discrimination information function

between the distribution of jth record value and parent distribution.

2.1 Some Preliminaries

Definition 2.1. (Entropy of Record Value Distributions) LetX be an absolutely continuous

random variable with a distribution function F (x ; θ) and a probability density function

f(x ; θ). Then entropy of random variable X is given by

HX [f(x)] = −
∫ +∞

−∞
(f(x)) ln (f(x)) dx (2.1)

(see Shannon, 1948). Let H(j) denote entropy of jth record value X(j). Then, from (1.2)

and (2.1), it follows that

H(j) = ln(Γ(j))− (j−1)ψ(j)− 1

Γ(j)

∫ +∞

−∞
[− ln(1 − FX(x)]

j−1
fX(x) ln(fX(x)) dx, (2.2)

where j = 1, 2, 3, . . ., and ψ(j) is digamma function. For example, it is easy to see from

(2.2) that entropy of jth record value from a standard normal distribution N(0, 1) is given

by

H(j) = ln
{√

2πΓ(j)
}
− (j − 1)ψ(j)

+ 1
2
√

2π Γ(j)

∫ +∞
−∞ x2 e−x

2/2

[
ln

{
2

1−erf(x/
√

2)

}]j−1

dx

, (2.3)

where erf(x) = 2√
π

∫ x
0
e−u

2

du = Pr {|Y | ≤ x}, Y ∼ N
(
0, 1

2

)
, and 1√

2π

∫ 0

−∞ e−u
2/2du = 1

2 .

Also, in view of (2.2), entropy of jth record value from a two-parametric Weibull W (λ, β)

parent distribution can be expressed as

H(j) = ln [Γ(j)] − ln(β) − ln(λ)

β
−
[
j − 1

β

]
ψ(j) + j, j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , (2.4)

where λ > 0 and β > 0. For details on these, see for example, Shakil (2005, 2006), and

Zahedi and Shakil (2006), among others.

Definition 2.2. Kullback-Leibler Discrimination Information Function0 Given any two dis-

tributions F1(x) and F2(x), with probability density functions f1(x) and f2(x), respectively,

the discrepancy (also known as distance, divergence, or information number) between the
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distributions F1(x) and F2(x) is measured by Kullback-Leibler discrimination information

function defined by

K(f1(x), f2(x)) = E

(
ln

[
f1(x)

f2(x)

])
= H1(X) −

∫
f1(x) ln (f2(x)) dx, (2.5)

and

K(f2(x), f1(x)) = E

(
ln

[
f2(x)

f1(x)

])
= H2(X) −

∫
f2(x) ln (f1(x)) dx, (2.6)

where H1(X) and H2(X) denote entropies of the distributions F1(x) and F2(x) respectively.

Note that K(f1(x),f2(x)) is entropy of f1(x) relative to f2(x); K(f1(x),f2(x)) ≥ 0, and

the equality sign holds if and only if f1(x) = f2(x); K(f1(x),f2(x)) 6= K(f2(x),f1(x));

K(f1(x),f2(x)) is a convex function of the pair (f1(x),f2(x)), and, hence, K(f1(x),f2(x))

can be minimized with respect to f1(x) or f2(x); K(f1(x), f2(x)) is invariant under 1-

1 transformation of x; and the symmetric divergence function between the distributions

F1(x) and F2(x) is defined by

J(f1(x), f2(x)) = J(f2(x), f1(x)) = K(f1(x), f2(x)) +K(f2(x), f1(x))

=

∫
[f1(x) − f2(x)] ln

[
f1(x)

f2(x)

]
dx.

2.2 K-L Discrimination Information Function Between the Distri-
bution of Record Values

Let f(x) denote the probability density function of the parent distribution, with distribution

function as F (x). Let fj(x) denote the probability density function of jth record value, with

distribution function as Fj(x), obtained from parent distribution.

Theorem 1. Let fX(x) denote the probability density function of the parent distribution,

with distribution function as F (x). Let fX(j)(x) denote the probability density function of the

jth record value, with distribution function as FX(j)(x). Let K(fX(x), fX(j)(x)) denote the

Kullback-Leibler discrimination information function between the parent distribution F (x)

and distribution FX(j)(x) of jth record value, and K(fX(j)(x), fX(x)) denote the Kullback-

Leibler discrimination information function between the distribution FX(j)(x) of jth record

value and parent distribution F (x). Let K(fX(x), fX(l)(x)) denote the Kullback-Leibler

discrimination information function between the parent distribution and distribution of lth

record value, where l > j. Let l = j + k,where k ≥ 1 is a positive integer. Then, we have

(i) K(fX(x), fX(j)(x)) = ln[Γ(j)] + (j − 1)γ, and K(fX(j)(x), fX (x)) = (j − 1)ψ(j) −
ln(Γ(j), ∀j ≥ 1, where γ = lim

j→∞

[∑j−1
k=1

1
k − ln j

]
≈ 0.57721566490 . . . is Euler’s con-

stant, and ψ(j) denotes digamma function;

(ii) K(fX(x), fX(j)(x)) is a monotone increasing function in j, ∀j ≥ 2;
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(iii) K(f(x), fj+k(x)) = K(fX(x), fX(j)(x)) +
∑j+k−1
i=j ln (i) + kγ, k = 1, 2, 3, . . .;

(iv) ∆(l, j) = K(f(x), fl(x)) −K(f(x), fj(x)) = ln
[

Γ(l)
Γ(j)

]
+ (l − j).γ, l > j;

(v) ∆k(j) = K(f(x), fj+k(x))−K(f(x), fj(x)) = ln[Γ(k)]−ln(B(j, k))+k.γ; where B(j, k)

denotes beta function between j and k; and

(vi) K-L discrimination of record value distribution is distribution-free and is a function

of index j only.

Proof. The Kullback-Leibler discrimination information function between the distribution

of jth record value and parent distribution is given by

K(f(x), fj(x)) =

∫ +∞

−∞
f(x) ln

[
f(x)

fj(x)

]
dx

=

∫ +∞

−∞
f(x) ln [f(x)] dx−

∫ +∞

−∞
f(x) ln [fj(x)]

=

∫ +∞

−∞
f(x) ln [f(x)] dx−

∫ +∞

−∞
f(x) ln

[{− ln(1 − F (x))}j−1f(x)

Γ(j)

]
dx

= ln[Γ(j)] −
∫ +∞

−∞
f(x) ln[{− ln(1 − F (x))}j−1]dx. (2.7)

Proof of (i) easily follows by substituting − ln(1 − F (x)) = u in the integral of equation

(2.7), and noting that
∫∞
0
e−u lnudu = −γ, where γ is Euler’s constant (see, for example,

Gradshteyn and Ryzhik (1980), Equation 8.367 (2.2), p. 946, or Abramowitz and Stegun

(1970), among others). The proof of second part in (i) can be similarly established. Proofs

of (ii) and (iii) easily follow from (i). Proof of (iv) easily follows from part (i), and noting

that ln[Γ(l)] − ln[Γ(j)] = ln
[

Γ(l)
Γ(j)

]
. Since l = j + k, that is, k = l − j, proof of (v) follows

easily by substituting l− j = k in (i), and using the definition of beta function B(j, k). Part

(vi) is obvious from the above results (i) – (v), that is, K-L discrimination of record value

distribution is distribution-free. The behaviors of the functions in equations (iv) and (v)

are illustrated below in figures 1 and 2 respectively.

Theorem 2. The average Kullback-Leibler discrimination information discrepancies be-

tween the parent distribution F (x) and distribution FX(j)(x) of jth record value are given

by

K(fX(x), fX(j)(x)) =
1

n

n∑

j=1

ln [Γ(j)] +
1

2
(n− 1)γ,

and

K(fX(j)(x), fX (x)) =
1

n

n∑

j=1

(j − 1)ψ(j) − 1

n

n∑

j=1

ln [Γ(j)] .
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Figure 1: Figure 1: Plot of the function in equation (iv) in theorem 2.2.1

Proof. The proof of Theorem 2.2.2 easily follows from (i) of Theorem 2.2.1. Obviously,

Theorem 2.2.2 is distribution-free and is a function of index j only.

Corollary 2.1. The symmetric divergence between the parent distribution F (x) and distri-

bution FX(j)(x) of jth record value is given by

J(fX(x), fX(j)(x)) = (j − 1) [γ + ψ(j)] ,

and is a monotone increasing function in j, ∀ j ≥ 1.

Proof. The proof easily follows from part (i) Theorem 2.2.1.

Corollary 2.2. The average symmetric divergence between the distribution FX(j)(x) of jth

record value and parent distribution F (x) is given by

J(gX(j)(x), fX (x)) =
1

n

n∑

j=1

(j − 1)ψ(j) +
1

2
(n− 1)γ.

Proof. The proof easily follows from part (i) of Theorem 2.2.1.

We note that the K-L discrimination of record value distribution is distribution-free

which has been illustrated by using the Weibull as the parent distribution and provided

them in the following theorem.

Theorem 3. Let gX(j)(x) and gX(k)(x) denote the probability density functions of jth and

kth record values, with distribution functions as GX(j)(x) and GX(k)(x), respectively, ob-

tained from Weibull parent distribution. Let K(gX(j)(x), gX(k)(x)) denote Kullback-Leibler
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Figure 2: Figure 2: Plot of the function in equation (v) in theorem 2.2.1

discrimination information function between the distribution functions GX(j)(x) and GX(k)(x)

of the jth and kth record values respectively. Then

(i) K(gX(j)(x), gX(k)(x)) = ln
(

Γ(k)
Γ(j)

)
+ (j − k)ψ(j), j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , k = 1, 2, 3, . . .,

where ψ(j) denotes the digamma function;

(ii) K(gX(j)(x), gX(j+1)(x)) = ln(j) − ψ(j), and is a monotone decreasing function in j,

∀j ≥ 1; and

(iii) K(gX(j+1)(x), gX(j)(x)) = ψ(j + 1)− ln(j), and is a monotone decreasing function in

j, ∀j ≥ 1.

Proof. The Kullback-Leibler discrimination information function between the distribution

functions GX(j)(x) and GX(k)(x) of the jth and kth record values, respectively, is given by

K(gX(j)(x), gX(k)(x)) =

∫ ∞

0

gX(j)(x) ln

[
gX(j)(x)

gX(k)(x)

]
dx

=

∫ ∞

0

gX(j)(x) ln
[
gX(j)(x)

]
dx−

∫ ∞

0

gX(j)(x) ln
[
gX(k)(x)

]
dx

= −HX(j)(gX(j)(x)) −
∫ ∞

0

λjβxβj−1e−λx
β

Γ(j)
ln

[
λkβxβk−1e−λx

β

Γ(k)

]
dx,

(2.8)

where HX(j)(gX(j)(x)) denotes the entropy of jth record value from parent Weibull (λ, β)

in (0,∞) distribution. In order to evaluate the integral in (2.8), substituting xβ = u, and
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noting again that
∫∞
0
uje−λudu = Γ(j+1)

λj+1 , and
∫∞
0
uj−1e−λu lnudu = Γ(j)

λj [ψ(j) − ln(λ)], it

is easy to see that

∫ ∞

0

λjβxβj−1e−λx
β

Γ(j)
ln

[
λkβxβk−1e−λx

β

Γ(k)

]
dx = ln

[
λkβ

Γ(j)

]
+

(βk − 1)

β
[ψ(j) − lnλ]−j. (2.9)

Hence, using the expression (2.4) for HX(j)(gX(j)(x)), and the above expression (2.9) in

(2.8), we obtained as

K(gX(j)(x), gX(k)(x)) = ln

(
Γ(k)

Γ(j)

)
+ (j − k)ψ(j), j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , k = 1, 2, 3, . . . , (2.10)

which completes the proof of part (i). The proofs of parts (ii) and (iii) easily follow from

(2.10).

Corollary 2.3. The symmetric divergence between the distribution functions GX(j+1)(x) and

GX(j)(x) of the (j+1)th and jth record values respectively is given by J(gX(j+1)(x), gX(j)(x)) =
1
j , and is a monotone decreasing function in j, ∀j ≥ 1.

Proof. The proof easily follows from parts (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 2.2.3.

3 Concluding Remarks

This paper has investigated the Kullback-Leibler discrimination information function be-

tween the distribution of jth record value and parent distribution. It has been observed

that K-L discrimination of record value distribution is distribution-free irrespective of the

parent distribution from which the record values are obtained. This has been illustrated by

using Weibull as parent distribution. We hope that the findings of the paper would be very

useful for the applied as well as theoretical researchers.
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